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The Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS)
found >1000 SNe with the KAIT 76cm telescope.
[Leaman+ 11; Li+ 11b,c; Maoz+ 11; Smith+ 11]

In a series of new papers, we re-analyze the LOSS
supernova (SN) sample and rates. [Shivvers+ 17, OG+ 17a,b]
Or Graur

We matched LOSS with SDSS spectra to get stellar
mass, star-formation rates, and oxygen abundances.

[OG+ 17a]

SDSS (Galspec) and LOSS (B- and
K-band) masses are consistent.

Metallicities are on Tremonti+ 04
scale and centered on galaxy cores.
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SN Ia rates model: a combination of a t-1 delay-time
distribution and the galaxy age-mass scaling relation.
[OG+ 15]

[OG+ 17a]
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The stripped-SN rates are depressed, relative to the
SN II rates, in low-mass, low-metallicity galaxies.
Previous work (open symbols):
● Ratio between SN numbers
● Heterogeneous samples
● Unknown completeness
(attempts to limit by redshift)
Our work (black squares):
● Ratio between SN rates
(first time)
● Homogeneous, well-studied
sample
● Known survey efficiency and
completeness
● Statistically significant

[OG+ 17a]

LOSS rates
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The stripped-SN rates are depressed, relative to the
SN II rates, in low-mass, low-metallicity galaxies.
Previous work (open symbols):
● Ratio between SN numbers
● Heterogeneous samples
● Unknown completeness
(attempts to limit by redshift)
Our work (black squares):
● Ratio between SN rates
(first time)
● Homogeneous, well-studied
sample
● Known survey efficiency and
completeness
● Statistically significant

[OG+ 17a]

binaries
single
stars

These rates are consistent with a binary progenitor
for stripped-envelope SNe, and rule out single stars.
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LOSS also measured relative SN rates from a
volume-limited subsample of 180 objects.












[Li+ 11b]




180 objects: 74 SNe Ia, 34 SE SNe, 65 SNe II,
and 7 SN impostors.
Is >98% complete for SNe Ia out to 80 Mpc.
Is >80% complete for core-collapse SNe out to
60 Mpc.
Contains completeness corrections, for all SNe,
based on their light curves and LOSS survey
sensitivity.
Is homogeneous (unlike, e.g., Asiago).
29% of galaxies at M* < 1010 M☼;
11% at M* < 3x109 M☼.

Are SNe Ic really twice as common as SNe Ib? [Li+ 11b; Smith+ 11a]
Stellar evolution models cannot replicate this. [Georgy+ 09; Yoon+ 10; Yoon 15]
Do all galaxies exhibit the same population fractions?

[Arcavi+ 10]
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Are SNe Ic twice as common as SNe Ib?
Once the sample is reclassified:
No: Ic/Ib = 0.6 ± 0.3
Isaac Shivvers

[Li+ 11b]

[Shivvers+ 17]
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The deficiency of stripped-envelope SNe in low-mass
galaxies is apparent in the volume-limited sample too.

Low-mass galaxies

[OG+ 17b]

High-mass galaxies
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The deficiency of stripped-envelope SNe in low-mass
galaxies is apparent in the volume-limited sample too.

Low-mass galaxies

[OG+ 17b]

High-mass galaxies

But SN IIb rates – consistent between galaxy samples.
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Our results are in tension with the PTF results.
Low-mass

High-mass

LOSS vs. PTF






[LOSS: OG+ 17b]






SNe IIb are consistent, not 5:1 in
low-mass galaxies.
SNe Ib (also Ib+Ic) are 1:3 in lowmass galaxies, not consistent.
There are more – not less – SNe II
in low-mass galaxies.
PTF: ~21% of sample are “dwarf”
galaxies (Mr > -18.5 mag).
LOSS: ~29% of sample in “lowmass” galaxies (M*<1010 M☼). Only
~11% are “dwarfs” (M*<3x109 M☼).
PTF: untargeted / LOSS: targeted.
But LOSS volume-limited sample is
corrected to completion; PTF is not.

[PTF: Arcavi+ 10]
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“Normal” SNe Ia are ~30% more common in lowmass galaxies. The missing fraction – 91bg-like SNe.

Low-mass galaxies

[OG+ 17b]

High-mass galaxies

Low-mass star-forming galaxies are a better source
of homogeneous SN Ia samples for cosmology.
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Be kind to your own binary progenitors!
binary progenitor
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Summary












SNe Ic / Ib = 0.6 ± 0.3.
Fewer SNe Ib and Ic in low-mass, lowmetallicity galaxies (1:3).
Stripped-envelope SN rates consistent
with binaries as main progenitor
channel.
No difference for SN IIb fractions.
SN Ia rates consistent with t-1 delay-time
distribution → double degenerates?
30% more normal SNe Ia in low-mass
galaxies. These galaxies are a better
source of SNe Ia for cosmology.

More results, caveats, and discussions in Shivvers+ 17, OG+ 17a,b.
There is still more science to be done with the LOSS SN sample.
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With just SN rates and iron yields, we can reconstruct
the Milky Way Galaxy’s star formation history.

[Maoz & OG 17, arXiv:1703.04540]
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Are SNe Ic twice as common as SNe Ib?
Depends how you classify SNe Ib and Ic.
[Modjaz+ 14]













Modjaz+ 14 defines a SN Ib as displaying
He I λ6678 and λ7065 features at 0-50 days
past maximum light.
When LOSS SNe were first classified, some
spectra were pre-maximum.
Removing telluric lines makes the He I
features more prominent.
Hard-to-classify objects (low S/N, high
reddening) were systematically labeled “Ic.”
Even then, the nature of some objects is still
debatable.
In Shivvers+ 17 we re-classified all SNe in
the LOSS volume-limited sample according
to these guidelines.
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SN fractions are not the same thing as SN rates.
Care must be taken when fractions are called “rates.”
SN rates: “How many SNe of this type explode, per unit time, per unit mass / volume?”

R Ib=

N Ib

Number of
SNe in sample

∑ t c , i×M i

“control time”
of i-th galaxy

stellar mass
of i-th galaxy

Correction: “how many SNe
did we miss?”, using:


Detection efficiency.



SN light curve templates.



SN luminosity function.

SN population fractions: “What fraction of SNe in nature explode as this type?”

N Ib ,i ×εi
∑
F Ib =
∑ N j ×ε j

Completeness correction:
“could we have found this
specific SN out to X Mpc?”


Detection efficiency.



Specific SN light curve.



Specific SN brightness.
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SNe IIb not included in the stripped-SN rates; that is
not the cause of the deficiency in low-mass galaxies.

[OG+ 16b]

LOSS as sensitive to stripped SNe as to SNe II. SNe
Ib, Ic, and IIb have similar light curves [Li+ 11b; Arcavi+ 12].
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Part I: LOSS showed an anti-correlation between SN
rates and galaxy stellar mass [Sullivan+ 06b; Li+ 11c]. Why?

[Li+ 11c]

[Li+ 11c]
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For SNe Ia, the correlation is explained by combining
a t-1 delay-time distribution and the galaxy age-mass
scaling relation.
[Maoz & OG 17]

&
[Gallazzi+ 05]
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